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INTRODUCTION

This is a brief and very incomplete study of the English spoken

by the partAboriginal people of Cape Barren Island, Tasmania:

Lack of time has forced it to be in the neture of a preliminary

report only, but since no previous study of this variety of English

has been made, this report should be useful as a steppingoff point

for further investigation should anyone wish to make it.

-An A.B.C. television documentary programme shown-in '1964

first brought the existence of the Cape Barren Islanders to-the

writer's attention, and it included some interviews with Islanders,

mainly in connection with the.social problems of the Island and the

sensational treatment they had occasionally.received in the

Tasmanian press. The writer was impressed by some phonological

decularities of the Islanders' speech, and at the beginning of 1969

made enqUiries by letter to the zoologist (Dr. D. Dorward, Monash)

who had made a study of the Cape Barren goose, and to the school

master resident on the Island. The replies confirmed a suspicion

that some sort of dialect other than Australian English was spoken

by the "Cape Barreners" (as they are called by.the white people

of the neighbOuring Flinders Island), and in May 1969 I went to
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the Island to investirett. A portable fiCord tape recorder and

tapes WEI::: supplied by she teoartment of English, University of
5ydney,- as 'the work ei'= T.C.; t= done as part of the fourthyear course
ik Early English L:nguate and Literature.

GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY CF ThE AREA

The Furneaux Group of islands lies off the northeastern tip
of Tasmania. There era abput fortyfive islands in,the group, the

largest being Flinders Island, approximately 513,000 acres and
roughly 40 x 20 miles. It-is e rural community with several

thousand people, mostly entaged in sheep and cattle or 'mixed farming.

Its mein town is Whitebait( on the West Coast and it has a fishing. centre
at Lady Barron on the southern coast. Cape Barren Island (40,3255.

145°15E), to the south of Flinders, is the second largest in the group
with about.110,000 acres. Its population in 1969 was about 58

including eighteen children. These two are-the only islands.now
inhabited, although up to about fifty years ago several of the

smeller islands were able to support a family or two each.. Several
of the older people cn Flinders Island ware born or:,.say,,Green Island. . _

or Long Island, althcurn these are now inhabited only by sheep.

Chapoel Island is inhabited by a la=ce number of venomous snakes,

and also by mutton biros when they ere breeding. Mutton bird
rookeries are found bn most of the bigger islands.

Some time between ISO:lend 1810 a band of sealers and whalers set
themselves up in Bass Strait ith native women as. consorts. Little is
known of them before the 1520's, but it ',earns that.they carried on

sealing arbund the islants, and possibly some whaling* until these

industries began to wars in the 1820's: Atiabout this .time, a.

.piretical group led .by James Munro, had its headquarters on what is
. now Vensittert Island (it was then known es Gun Carriage Is.) There is
a Mount Munro and Munro Bey on Cape Barran Island. Apart from

raiding settlenlerts (es well es Tasmanian Aboriginal

tribe-6).ton -the north crt :If. Tasmania, in early times involving

3
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murder and Violence, this group, by 1832, was expurting air tons

of mutton bird feathers annually. This would involve the slaughter

of about 112,000 yound birds, a considerable task for such a group.

Originally there appear to have bn eight white men, nine

Tasmanian Aboriginal women, feur mainland Australian Aboriginal

women, one Maori woman, a Negress, and an Indian woman
1

-The men were: James Munro, Thomas Mansell, George (or James Everett,

H....nry (or Richard) Maynard, John Smith (nee Harwood or Burwood)

Thom*as Tucker, James Beedon (or Beaton, nee Isaacs) John Thomas.

Later additions in the 1670's ware: Sam Bligh (1851), Henry Burgess,

William Brown, John Summers. The original founders of what

arc now known as the Cape Barren Island. Hybrids were a colourful

group. In 1831 they were moved from Gun Carriage Island to

Preservation Island because the *Tasmanian Government wanted the

former island as a place to settle the Tasmanian Aborigines.

The Government also demanded that the de facto wives of the men

be placed on Gun Carriage along with the other natives. Munro

made a deal with the officials - he would round up all the natives

in-Tasmania if-his group could be allowed to keep their women.

Naturally, his side of the bargain was not kept, but the woman

were. Most of the founding fathers seem to have come from Britain,

and to have been born between ebout 1700 and 1800. Thomas Mansell

came from Sydney, although it is not known whether he was born

there. (George Everett mairied e South Australian Aborigine, and

later a Maori girl called Mattai.). Richard Maynard was English,

and apparently fairly well-educated. He was a convict who had

been transported to Van Diemen's Land. On escape he had lived

with the Tasmanian Aborigines, and married the daughter of the

tribal chief - a girl called Manalagana. They had a daughter

1

Much of this materiel is from A.L. Meston, "The Halfcastes of

the Furneaux Group", Rec. Queen Victoria Mus., Launceston, July 1947.

4
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who later married John Smith .(nga Burwood or Barwood). Smith also
me;:ried a TasManien woman, Tanoanitara, but it is not clear that she
was Maynard's daughter, esshe seems to have a full-bleod. Smith's.
daughter Fanny, saio ha Was called Noota (see Moyle 1899 record).

Mayrart late= married a Victorian Aborigine and had nine more children.
James Beacon (or Beaton) was a London. Jew, nde Isaaca, who arrived in
1827. re married a pure-blood Tasmanian, Emarinna. He was a remittance
nan, and probably of the middle class. His:daughter Lucy, born 1829,
was literate and renowned, end, became a type of leader:of her people

.

in the mid-19th century. Thomas Tucker married an Indian woman and
nad savaral children. John Thomas was a Welshman-who arrived before
1810. He married a full-blood Tasmanian woman, and his great-great-.
grandson Mr. Ron Thomas, was postmaster on Cape Barren Island in 1969.
Sam Bligh was an Irishman,lout no more is known of him at present.
His surname appears es a middle name of one of the islanders today
(as cotes also the name "Bu.,-w000")

2

By 1872 there were BC people in whet, by then, woulo have been the
Cope Barren Island community. These included 32 adults end 52 children.
In 1947 there wera about. 120_peopler-and-were-then-said-to-be-ndispersing";

In 1959 there ere only six surnames or the Island: Mansell, Everett,
Tncmes,Brown enc However, there are about as many

Cape Barzaners living.elsewhere, and these include Burgess and Beaton
among their names. Some live on Flinders Island, and many in Launceston
(particularly Invermay) ano other parts of Tasmania. Dispersal is now
proceading fairly quickly. There is no work on the Island, [and it
would not be welcome, as it would intrude upon a workless tradition
of one and a half oenturies.j.

The mutton-birding industry' is seasonal
only, and although quite profitable, is hard ano dirty work. The school
has its holidays in the birding season, so that even quite small children
can take part in this traditional occupation [(see Transcripts)].

2
The Christian-names of the present-day Islanders are of considerable
interest, as many are no longer at all common, anu those of the females
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have an interesting phonological peculiarity. Among the males today
there are: Alwyn, Brendan, Cecil, Clauae (Burwood), Dalton, Darcy
Dean; Deavony, Earl, Edwin', Edmund ('Edavine') (Bligh), Guy,

Haybon (Boyd), Lenna, Leon, Liecester, Lyall, Morton, Phillip ('Pi ')
Reubin (Caetle), Vance, Vivian.

Among the women and girls there are the following:

Amelia, Anita, Daphne., Clydia, Cdrlita, Marlene, Delia, Clarissa'
('Clissia'), Lavinia, Mona Tanie, Sarah, Vanessa, 'Hilda, Linda

THE DIALECT

It has become traditional to say that there are no regional
dialects of Australian English. One argument sometimes put forward
to explain this homogeneity, is that nowhere in Australia has there
been a relatively:immobile community with a long history of isolation
to provide the conaitions where a local dialect may develop. This
in turn assumes that regional variants would come from a common
linguistic stock, the differences which are evolved being simply

.

a product of separation from the mainstream. But a speech community
may be different from the mainstream right from the start, and
then isolation-could-perpetuate-these initial speech differences.
This appeers to be partly the situation with the speech of the
Cape Barren Islanders.

Looking at their history we can see three main sources of
cultural influenda -'that of their original British forebears,
that of the Aboriginal women who were the wives,of those forebears,
and thet of the Australian society of which they form a part. At
the present time the latter influencu is advancing rapidly to
extinguish any traces of the two former factors. This situation
is reflected in the speech-forms of the Cape Berreners. Traces of
early nineteenth-century or dialetal British English, and trace::
of Aboriginal foreign accent, are clearly discernable in what
I have celled, for convenience, Cape Barren English (CBE).

6
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The present state of social upheavaI.the community is undergoing

7!ekes it difficult to obtain clear and consistent versions of the

dialect- Often a dual response may.be given to a question -.perhaps

treditional form.followed by the. "correct",standard form (e.g.

°he informant gave [wInbIlGz] and then [b C1GZ] for "the things

-you Lee tOget the fire going".) It is also difficult to determine

,inether some features of-the dialect are there because Australian

E!7glish has made inroads over the decades, or because this dialect

has simply shared those features with Australian English since

earliest times.

At first hearing, CBE sounds like very Broad Australian, and

this might lead us to classify it as a sub-dialect of Australian

English. But it is different from most local variants in-that many

of its phonological pecularities are really a kind of "creolized

foreign accent" derived from the bon-English-speaking ancestors of

the present Islanders.. There are other types of "Aboriginal English"

in the Northern Territory, Queensland and Web4,ern Australia
3

which

have been studied, butthese represent the cor%act of Aboriginal

1ah9uagas_or.oidg4ns_with Australian English, whereas-CBE-has-its-

origins in the contact of (mainly Tasmanian) Aboriginal languages

19th cury British English.

Finally, before describing tha features of the dialect; it

should be quite clear that this description is partly a reconstruction

cf what could be celled "Original CBE", while much that is presently

.pok=n is "modified CBE". Where there is fluctuation between

standard and non-stendard forms, and there is also a reasonable

hypothesis as to the origin of the non-standard form, I have taken

3
Sea 3. H. Jernudd, "Social Change and Aboriginal Speech Variation

in Australia°, Working_pa.gers in Linguistics, No. 4, May 1969

(Univ. of Hawaii).

7
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the ,atter.to.be "Original CBE". Education, intermarriage, terms

=q-...ent working in Tasmania, and the interview situation all, tend-.

to aid in the modification of the dialect towards the standard form.

It was noticeable that:whenever Islanders could be observed speak-

ing to one another their tak was often quite unintelligible to an

outsider, .and there were even times when their speech to me was

hard Dr impossible tounderstand. The ideal situation for an

inveatigator would be to record a conversation between two elderly

Cepa Barraners, and thRn get an "interpretation"of it_later. The

main obstacle to;comprehension of the Speech is its often extreme

degrees .of assimilation and elision.

1. Phonology

-This is perhaps the most tentative aspect of thiastudy,.. since

there was sO'much variation between speakers, or between different

utterances of the same speaker, that firm statements (especially.

---Tabout-Vowelst-are-imptiteibre":Ftirtdise-T-SeVe-fe-FeStYlEt

time and self-imposed restriction§ on what kind of material could.'

be elicited from informants makes the available material limited in

scope. There was, because of the interviewing situation, little

chance to test phonemic distinctions with adult informants, and

child informants ware often unreliable because of their expure
to standard English.

Short Vowels

The .sprt vowelri are:
Th 2.cnq vo4els are:

Long Vowels

1.

ra

3-

D 2
iicea A(';antret.00 u
i i ii(front) C M 3 1 0

a



znped 
Sou 

-Ere 

zIaq.3rej 

aaT-PPed 

ysaw 

62>i 

sa-raozoej. 

q- 331 

znps-.id saIppad Z 3 Aff.G 

nsviii ' aTOsntu §113a 

3111,131, 0 V.1 
A 

S Cin sdooy ZIDTBS1:13 

PJ' 
" uara aim 

ueSar uo-rysn3 zeTIquIrA 
Iglaa3C1 uaxzeg zpI 
pQT ppo uibe 
-Isetz >IsTa 61T 

. uede uaddIN zi 
e.gA3u mayday 'I 
e(0-15 zayzo ayq. q-T5 

el) Rain. 

yoq.ew 

sapTsuT 

peay 3 

smv:ITaq 

spays 
uTabe 

521 

s,ay 
"MN 

q.a6 

Piz 

Taqsvpui Azq.snpuT TiaJ 
taIrs ciwnyz 2..TT i3 
IIIVS ow o s V I eJCIP TATpai 

ALLI 

mOTTO.1 

2w:114212z 

Tenppvrpirr 

sTamoA liraoLis 

.99 
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Short Vowels : Comments-

/1/ The phonemic status of short /i/ is rather dubious, and

seems rather to be an allophone of a single high front unrounded

vowel, .:Jich is 'phonetically shortened in unstressed position

or when followed by a' fortis consonant. The fact that it does .

not reduce to /G// in the words "individual"
t
"telephone".,,

"televisicn" respectively /IndivIdyolfitelifAiin/ /te11v:1:3 on/

may be explained simply as a result 'of these words being

"imperfectly leaTnt" at the time of their introduction to the

speech cc7munity, but .the pattern seems ,duite clear and

.charatteristic of the dialect. The pronunciations [SyrOli] [flfii]

for "swallow" end. "follow" respectively testifito the dialectal

backgrount of the founders of the Cape Barren community.

J. Wright's Enalish DialeCt G=ammar gives this form as charact-

eristic-Ale certain Scottish and South-Western dialects,

including that of Berkshire. According to Dobson
4

the most

likely sequence of developments behind thia form is MEw>U > i

"It was a form'apparently also found in the vulgar

speech of London in the 17th centUry, 'although it seems likely that

tne CBE version is derived from a provincial dialect since the first

English-steakers-of-the-Capa-Btren-cdmmunitY were-bOrn in ilia-

lat., 16th c=.nt!,ry. I ,-..e.use tc gLestian a scholar like Dobson' .

on this matter, but it seems-tome his account of the sound-

changes behind this form may be.nistaken. He derives it from'

early MF 3 > .a> a
, but there was a ME dialectal form

"fulin" (12th cntury) found in the South-West - in fact, it

occurs in a MS whose authar lived in Hampshire, and whose scribe

came from the South-West Midlands. Thedounty immediately to the

north of.empshire is Berkshire - e region where the "folli" form

_
4

E.J. Doosbn, Enolish. Pronunciation 1500-1700 OUP 1957 Vol II p667

10
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has especially survived to modern times. The 12th century occurrence

is found in the "Poema Morale", where a line reads:
5a muchel fulie his wil, hinesolf he beswikeb

Thus it would seem th-it the more likely sequence was

30,77e>1.0>i
. It is further of interest that

Hampshire includes the ports of Southampton, Bournemouth and Portsmouth,

the source of a number of the seafaring men who founded the Pitcairn

Island Settlement under similar circumstances to those of the Bass

Strait settlement. Pitcairnese shares certain dialectal features of

this region, and has certain similarities to CBE. Unfortunately, the

two words "swallow" and "follow" do not occur in Orton and Wakelin's

survey of the Southern English dialects
6

, and evidence for the

distribution of the /foli/, /swoli/ pronunciations in modern times

has to be taken from less reliable sources. Wright's Enolish Dialect

Grammar
7

shows these forms as fairly widely scattered:

follow

Swallow

foli Edb., Sir, other Scots.

voli Glo, Brks, I.W., W:L, Dar, DBv.

swoli Cumberland

zwali IW, Dor.

_ zwola ti. Som

5 line 12 of excerpt in F. Mosse, Handbook of M.E. 1952, p.136

H. Orton & M. Wakelin (eds) Survey of Enolish Dialects (3),

The Basic Material Vol, IV. The Southern Counties. Leeds, 1957'.

7 J. Wright, The English Dialect Grammar, Oxford 1905
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The dialect of an Exmoor Scolding published in 1879
8
as an

example of Devomshira English contains "roily ". as the

ir.finitive form of the'verb " to rail", and the Grammar

of the Dialect of West Somerset published in 1877
9
states

that for this dialect (in the Devon region) the regular

form of intransitive verbs in the present infinitive has final

"-.ea". None of this evidence is very conclusive, except

to indicate that a form like, /foli/ is Southern and possibly

South-Western.

/I/ Short /I/ is oftenyery high in CBE, and quite close

to /i/. It occurs regularly in the words "get" and "leg",

and aocording to Orton and Wakelin (op. cit.) it is commonly

found in "get" in Devon and Dorset, South Hampshire'and parts

mf Kent (sea.Dialect Chart 3 for locations of counties), and in

"lag", mainlyin South Devon and a pocket of the SE (See

Dialect Chert No. 4)

Short-/I/ is also found in the word given by Morrie Brown

for "bellows" - AvIribIlgil . This whole form is_not found

in the Southern counties, but the form /bIl ez/ or something

. close to it is found .in many parts of the S-W. In Tha Dialect
10

'of-Hartland, Devonshire published-in 1691 the form is given

as "billes". 0=ton and Wakelin..do not show the form with /I/

as occurring-in Devonshire,but give/b21.GS/ as the typical

Devonshire pionunciation (Sea Dialect Chart No. 5),and the

/I/ form as mainly being Cornish and Central South.

English 'Dialect Society, Series D, No. 25,1819,SpecirnEns

of English dialects.

English Dialect Society, Series D, No. 19,1877,p.49

IQ R.P.:Cope, The Dialect of Hartland, Devonshire, English

Dialect Society, Series C - Original Glossaries 1891, p.12.

12
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.However, since xe have only cne.va59 af thi5 tiord tha CBE m,a4-,exials.

and the two sounds are potentially.so clgse in thi.*_phonetio

environment, no conclusiga Can-be drawn about it exCeptthat the

cu form is prope'ply S-W.

;e/ This sound occurs in "catch" very regularly irLCBE (Also two

separate occurrences of ['Kiel - Orton has this in one Wiltshire

locality.) and according to Orton and Wakelin (See Dialect Chart

--NO--;-6)-1t-ietypically South Devon and 5-E. However Wright (lao cat.)

also gives it as NW Dev. and W. Som. and its distribution in the

S-W may be wider than Orton's results indicate. The form also

occurs in Lancs, Chs, Stf,- Shr, and London, so this is not a.strong

indicator of local dialect except in coMbination with other forms.

Similarly tha sound.occurs in Irinse" in,.Devon according to Wright

(as well as 'in Midl..and N.)., although Orton shows onlY one location

in all of the-South with this form (a village in Surrey). The sound

also occurs in "cat", and according to Orton this is exclusively.

S-E (mainly Sur. and Ken.).

The occurrence of./skw ezras the evivalentof "squeezed" (in

the speech of Ron Thomas) may'be idiosyncratic or accidefital, but

it dousoccur twice in .one passage. .Nevertheless all the other

people said /skwi:zd/, except for Morrie Brown who .once said

/skw.ai zd/ or something near to it. The latter_form_is tantalizingly

historical, 'rut prorably merely accidental. (Hartland Dialect.has

this particular form though.) .

/Ce/ This.sound occurs in "keg", and the spelling form "cag"..is

in DED as 'an "oOsolete" form. The word does not occur in either

Wright or Orton, so I have been unable to trace itsdialectal

distribution. It elSo occurs in "mash" but this may be a mistake.

ifa,/ We noted earlier that in some cases where standard English

reduces unstressed vowels-to schwa, CBE.does not. Conversley,

CBE reduces some unstressed_vowels where.standard.English does not.-
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Thus in case of "they": which regularly becomes / da /
when onstrassed. In the case of "risk" there may be an

alternative explanation, since NZ Eng lish also has something

like schwa for short /I/ here. In the c ase of "nephew" -

/nevya7 - there is no exact parallel among the dialects

of S. England, since they generally have /nevyu/ ,

_____occasionally-with-the-final-vowel-shortened-.Other areas- hava

/ncl.ri/ . In the case of "hundred" /Andad/ (CBE) -

the nearest parallel in Orton is in parts of Surrey and Kent,

both near London, while the rest of the South has / 3C :a/
/ID / This occurs in the word "one", and this is quite a

common pronunciation in many parts of England. In the South it

only occurs in Brks, Sur., Kent and part of E. Hants. (See

Dialect Chart No. 7). Also regular in CBE is the pronunciation

/bartin / in both "Cape Barren" and "Lady Barron". I have

no idea how such a pronunciation could come about, but there

would seem to be some connection with the spelling in the second

case. Lady Barron is the town on Flinders Island nearest to

Cape Barren Island.

/u/ The only non-standard occurrence of this sound was in

Ron Thomas's Ards/ for "hoops" although several times he also

gave / a ps/. The fozmer pronunciation may have been e.

slip into a7 more traditional form, or it may have been a slip

of the tongue (connected with "oops-a-daisy": ) Other speakers

always gave the a.,--xpected form.

Long Vowels : examples

1 he beak bi

rrii : cheeks :ks
:teeth ti :s three sri

tea ti : hiccups Ii:kAps

:nzte:nQueenstown_ .

14
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I: beard bI:d 3 first f 3 :S

here I: birdd b3 :dz

years yi:z working mr3:gen

near ni: thitty S3:di

E: air Z; a: March ma:6

where vv,c: hard a:d.

shearing Se:ran parts pa:ts

clear kl.c : (V car-buCkle -ka:bAkal

nurse M:s far fa:

1.tIC:na.Furneaux . _

year ye: 3: four fp:

scald them sko:dam

mouth all. 0:1

house ,.-i:s gone go:n

tonacco taba:ge off D:f

spank him spau)gIm across okro :s

band ba:nd

count ka:nt ii two, too ta

carry him ka : r do da

coop kUp
roof

cooling ka:len

used to U:sta

museum muzim

Ur.: Vowels : Comments

Returning to the long voAels for comment, the most,striking .

tning about the analysis I am sl:ggesting is that it does not include

1
the typical Australian Englisn compound peaks as found in

11 from A.I. Jones, Phonetics. a Phonological.Introduction,

Sydney U.P., 1968._

15
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la beer ? :

c9 bear C:

'cria bad

is burr 3 :

ai bee

--au--------boo it:
as bar

ua endure

oa bore

aa gone

75

Nor does it include the compound peak /01 / except in marginal

cases (e.g cow, bow (of boat) where it is not so muchbalWas/BNW ).

But this should not be_taken to imply that nuclei with these

Australian glides do not occur. Often they seem to be clearly

a result of linguistic influence either that-of the interview

situation or that of hirical development in proximity to

Australian English. Some soeakersEeem to have adopted parts

of tha Australian vowel system but have retained the CBE system

elsewhere. The speech of Mr Devony Brown is a good example

of mixture. His versions of the words "March", "cask" are

[ raa:d ka:St] while he gives "last" and "half past" as

[ las a:Da:s ], and his brother, Mr Morrie Brown gives

"heol" and "teeth" as Al9i1, daiz j but "feet" as [fit].

Analysis is usually a matter of taking what appears to be the

original form from examples given by all the speakers, and

than combining them to form the postulated "Original CBE".

All speakers who were interviewed showed this inconsistency

end variation, and obviously there is a danger of taking some

speaker's verbal idiosyncracy to be part of the original dialect.

Furthermore, it is very likely that not all compound peaks with

16
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schwa glides are the result of influence from AE. There-are

instances of long /I/ in open monosyllables where the peak is

clearly compound eg "here" [Is] "keg of beer" [itegabia]
end this may be in fact the original form. In view of the wide

variations of this type, however, I have decided to interpret the

phonological system of CBE as one with a dual pattern of short

and long vowels, since there are a number of clearcut cases

where such a pattern obtains unambiguously.

While most of the dialectfeatures of CBE which distinguish

it from Australian English are either in vocabulary or in the

pronunciation of particular words, some of these features are

basic to the phonology. Consonants will be dealt with later.

Among the vowels, two of the long vowels are the clearest dialect

indicators. Corresponding to R.P. /u:/ and /a:/ CBE.has/U4' and

/az! Dialect Charts 1 and 2 show the distribution of the latter

among the dialects of Southern England. It is clear'that the

only Southern dialect area with Ai / is one covering all of

Devon, the northeast of Cornwall and the northwest of Somerset

(Chart No. 1). With one of the current Christian names on

Cape Barren Island being "Devony" this may not be very surprising.

The distribution of /a: / is more widespread, including part

of 7.he above area, as well as the 5E counties (See Chart No. 2).

Other evidence will imply that the English influences on CBE are

largely from these two areas Devon and Kent. This evidence

and the conclusions drawn from it are tentative for many reasons,

one being that no thorough dialect survey of the Midlands is at

present available, and only evidence concerning the Northern and

Southern counties has been used. Nevertheless it is felt that

sufficient evidence has been collected to justify some attempt

at "genealogizing" the dialect.
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/j.:/ The purity of this vowel is best.exemplified by the speech

of the children of Cape Barren Island. Among the adults it

fluctuates, as usual, between the glide of Australian English

and the pure vowel of R.P. In the word "hiccups" phonetically
-

something like [Ii:1:1Aps .1 as a rule - it seems broken into

a glide in en untypical way. This particular form is_found

in Sur., Sus., and I.W. while the [i:lups ] form is found

scattered from SW to SE. No form is found in the South

corresponding to Australian English IhIkApS 1.
tr,/ In accord with the general rule in CBE which.excludes

diphthongs with centring off-glides, words like "beard" are

[DI:el] and even sometimes LbaI:d]. In S. England the

counties east of I.W. (excluding Sussex) have [thIadg (or

[biad] - Kent); while the western counties and Sus. have'

Lbrar:d ] i.e. with lengthening and.r-colouring,

CBE has tyl Z alternatively /17Z:74(for "years". S-E

co.unties have. Lyzaz ] S-W has brat :z].

A:j. CBE has TSC:ran / for "shearing", and this is

definitely a 5-E form See Dialect Chart No. 8) belonging to

Kent and E. Sus. Evidence for a regular occurrence of this ''

scur1:1 in the vicinity, 01= /n/ where R.P..has /37,/ is inconclusive

c.f. "Furneaux" /fe:11Aiii"nurse".[rie:s

/'2/ Thisis regular in CBE 'where. R.P. has /au/, although

sometimes in an .open final syllable there is some movement

towards a rounded off-glido. Thus "mouth" is CBE-/rm:S

The nearest to this in Orton's Southern dialects is n Kent.

[m%e .] but Kent is otherwise [mco)k) ]. The next.nearest

form is [rnaae ] with concentrations in Devon and Hampshire.

(Sea Dialect Chart No. 9).

//3:/ This is generally standard, though in ,"working" it shows .

typical lengthening before e lenis medial consonant.- is3:g5n/

18
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/10:ith the words "gone" "off", "across", this smind is common :

tnrougHout S. England and is.found in much Australian English of

a -are old-fashioned type.
-

Cc7clex Nuclei (a)

they're

table

staves

eighteenth

al five

night

tired

wi7ite

f a .

.na
tai4
wait

hail
boy b pi

oiling

Trefoil tri

goes

!" Furneaux

,rows

whole,

-those
_

Hobart

cjAiiz

f3 :nAii
rAilz

Au'
dAtiz
Alton : t

Thera areno cases in.the material of simple or complex vowels

following each other within the word, thus:

iron

tired..

ruined

ma:zim7ruseum

19
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.

Complex Nuclei (a) : Comments

4-1[Where standard.English generally has something like
45co / for "they're, CBE has 4imi / . This might be interpreted

as simply the form for "they" which has been extended in its

use with all trace of the verb "to be" having been elided. How
did

this_come-about7--One-explanation-may-be-that-thitis a

legacy of "native English", but I think a more plausible

explanation exists in deriving it from dialectal / beim
a S-W English form (See Dialect Chart No. 10). This latter

explanation is much simpler thcn one deriving it from "they're"

or "they be" as it involves loss phonetic steps'.

/gni/This complex nucleus frequently merges with /al../ as in

[(la:long "the island" or even"with't0 / as.in [ MO "night".
Similarly / Di / frequently merges with / 0: I. Jai/ is

mainly a Kentish form in Orton, While there is a single case
of /i: / in S-W Devon (but Devon generally /w:/ here - i.e

the reflex of M.E.i 1- ).

//da This is frequently [Aa ] as in Australian English, but

the,fronting of/W. is also often present (as one would expect

on grounds of consistency) and this is even in one or two cases

unrounded tp give something close to [Ai ]; e.g. "Hobsrtn

is [Liba:t]. in Morrie Brown's speech, Before /1/ this may be

retracted - eg. [a4:ZZ] "holes" (DevOny Brown), but usually not

so far as in that example. -More often before /1/ it is a high-

central sound as in [rAulaum:t ] "roll them outn (D.B.) But

the regular form is / fait as in

rows

groceries

2 0

/rAiiz/

jgrAils a riz/
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Cp7p1ex Nuclei (b)

Complex NUclei (b) are historically frOm Vowel+ / 1 / and need

not detain us long.

Exemples

wheel

else

child

The case of /mu / is more complicated, sihce it represents the

nucleus in both "fowl" and "cow" the former case being from .

Vowel + 1./ as above, and the latter case being-the allophone

of long / M / in an open monosyllable.

Consonants:

The following consonants were recorded in the available material:

d
a

3 V z 3

In
Tf 1 iyh
mere list of phones such. as this is quite uninformative, but

tneir relations with each other and their correspondence with the

consonants of standard English proves quite interesting.

A phonemeinventory will be given later.
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(a) ,Stops

p,b,t,d,k,g (for 4 see b).

The pairs of stops distinguished by the complex offers.
. we may summarize es fortis/lenisness are

phonethically distinct

except intervocalically,.whara this opposition appears to ra

neutralized and the lenis stop is the one, uSually found. This

isnot ragardr as coserved in presentday CBE, but may have

originally been so. (In Devon English the lenis consonants
tend to be the only ones in all positions.)

Thus we have

mz:nhlsAba "the first meal of the day"

but

.apan "happen"

WG ripai-6. "throat"

Occasionally- tha situation is reversed and we.get e.g.:

"butthouse". Also [0.AdIm] "butt.him".

(see below for f,v).

Where the stop is adjacent to a vowel or voiced.consone7:t

during running spaech.it is usually lenis, Whatever it might
.

be in isolation. The overall quality of the speech is "lanis"

td use the term impressionistically,.in the eense:that Devon

English is, partly for this reason. Even'where the fortis

stops survive, they are not higkly aspirated.

(b) Fricativesend affricates

p, f V7 8, s z, S3, 6

The labial fricatives are fairly rare. When they occur,

they generally replace labiodentals e.g.

rr3a "river"

22
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Sometimes the raplecer:ent might be a stop:

s ljb tr sleeve It

This is the only ,occt4rrence of final /v/ being rendered /b/,

but it was quits =-C definite. In the Devonshire dialect

of Hartland 12 "cles;e" is given as /kli:b/and "marvels" as

marbles."--It-shb:IE Es noted also that the Aboriginal languages

of the native ancestors of -;he Cape Barren people would have

included no fricatives (wish the possible exception of a velar or

uvular fricati,,e- '), ahd that much of the fluctuation observed in

this section may be due to this influence.

Both /f/ and /v/ otherwite occur in the standard English way,

and are .less prone to lanis neutralization intervocalically than
.

other fricatives.

Not so pith /9 /, I. Although./e / ocCurs on rare

occasions, end / / more regularly.in.intervoclic poSition,

neither of these fricetivos could be said to.be.original CBE.

Where Stand-aro English hes t CBE has /s/, except.when, initial,

before /r /, where CE.E.haS./f/,./s/orAl. .Thus:

thumb
7* Arr. (initial)

tooth tiis (final)

) 7:risz.13ks (intervocalic)

throw fr4 (initial before /r/).

(Note that 5-W English dialects genbrally_haye and.5-E

generally /er / Or /fi../.).

12 R.P. Chops, or.oit. p. 8

13 See W. Schmidt, ,"Tbemenien", in

Les Landuaces Yohde p. 714.

The-Aborioincs f iioonia. Vo.

Meillet and Cohen,

also R.B. Smith,

II, London 1878 p. 415.

2 3
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Where .standard English has /Y.- CBE has /d/ or /4. /
.

or /z/. (initially), /z/ ot / / (intorvocalicalIy), and

./Z/Afinally). Sometimes by.assimilation /d/ or /4/

become in / e.a.

t kAmDE hDii. ri gAri/ "Out come the oil and gurry"

Thuswehae:

"tha other" [ fL-Lba ] "they're" Hlai. ] "there" [ ze:

(The .most ..cgular version initially is

"mother" [mlba ] "breathing". ] "with" piz ]

(There.were insufficient examples of final / / to be at.all

sure about whether /z/ or /d/ is the regular form.in CBE.)

/s/ and /z/ have.standard distribution, except that .

intervocalically standard English /s/'is often CBE /z/

e.g.
. .

Itoutside" [ : zD ] "glasseS" [ a : zaa
/ S / and 4 / present a complicated.problem, since it seems

that.most of the palatal fricatives, affricates and the semivowel

/y/ are in free variatien .with each other to varying.extents.

/S / occurs in the standard way as in./STT / J. Sed
l'shed" but we also find

"shins" L c Inz sheds" [ cedz]
and conversely,.

"chest" [ sest]
. '!chooks" [ StriCS1 ."chop" [ Stip]

"stretching" [ stn.: S on
.

Although there wes one occurrence of / 3 / for /S /in "shop"

most occurences of /3./ are where standard English has /1j,- /:

VI generally" [ 3er.11 J "'job" [3Db "just" [ 3ES]

"bargeboard" [ba:3b0:3]

2 4
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/6/ and /5/ occur in standard English, but with:the kind of

variation mentioned above. Additionally, /5/ is sometimes /y/

as in

"Jeanc..tte" [...Tanct. ] "engine" fllenyan ] ."doCk-unginen dpkinyan

This is possibly a "soft" version of / 3 There are

also one or two examples of lenis /5/ for standard /6/..-

"Chappell" j2b1 .

This effect is more likely to occur when the speaker "is .

running out_of breath and dropping his intonation levels to end

a"paragraph" of conversation.

(c) Nasals

After / J /, /g/ tends to disappear - e.g.

"fingernails" f rri z
"uncle"

but there are also

"bungalOw"

, "blinking" bieljg an .

and even

"strong enough" .St ID g anAf

(0) Gliaes and Licuids

- There is a tendency for /w/ to beams fricativized in

running speech:: m.g.

"water" Do:da
Otherwise standard.

/1/ This is standard, but sometimes sounds slightly retioflexed

after an initial stop' (ss. does /r/ also.7

e.g. "bricks" brIks (?) (P. Thomas)

pectrographic evidence is unsure here, but"a spikd'o:r noise

which could be a retroflex tap is iSible on the spectroOiam, and

the formant pattern is that typical of /1/rather than /rj

Spectrograms: - No/s 1 and 2 are from MY Own speech, and No/s 3 and 4:

25
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are 'from nc speech of. Phillip ThoM6S);

/ kiadrIf3ro: k..1 /for "cod-liver oil' may represent Some

original weakness of'the /1/ - /r/ distinction.

(e) /h/

This sound does not appear to have phonemic status in

CBE, end tends to occur randomly before initial vth/als. I

have attempted to find whether it mainly precedes stressed

syllables or not, but if this is the rule.it is one with

many exceptions.

Thus we
.

'"hills"

"half pest"

"end"

"Abart Everett"

owners"

z
aum:s

i

hcn.d.

he.lbGt- hcvrat
hAiinez

Phonotactics

Substitution of /s/ for / 9 / produceslar/ in a number. .of

syllable onsets, .ard this is a non-permissoble sequence in

standard. English.

.Standard English "cask" is reoularly CBE /1:0.:St /,.but

this may mat ra.presant a prohiition of the Velar stop efter

tha alveolar fricatiVa since "ribk" Araski also. occurs.

The occurrence of / a: kst/ for "ask" andIstr 02 Os/ for
11 scraps" may however indicate that /sk/ was originally .a

. .

prohibited sequence.. It should be noted that /aks/for

"ask" is quite regular in S-W counties of England, and that .

/est/ also occurs in Devon and Hampshire.

26
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Mis-=11an=cus Pnoncicrical Points

1. CBE regularly has./klekt/ for "collect" and the word is in

much more -!'requent ,isa than in, fez 'example, -AUStralian English,

wnere.", ":=t", "rather" etc. would receive more use.

tkr,-ackt/ /is ccmnen in SE.counties but not in 5-Y, Where the.

CBE for rredominates. cf /rU kri/ "rookery", /4eirrat/
"Everett" =tc.

2. CEE /IVri/ for'every" is particularly Devon and Somerset

(Cut also to a lesser. extent Surrey)..

3. CEE /i: / for "eitiar" seems to be regular, and the

alternative pronunciation not found.'

4. Philip Themes gave his name as..elap. cnri bormaEJ

tha.alision of' the (usually) strrfssed vowel in his name being a

most unusual feature, tnough nothing further parallel to this was

disrovered.

5. It was no=d r-'74°T that CBE does not regularly have any

centrin2 cff-glices. Ih the case of "there" it has dE=Y for

"th',-,,," it ha= / /, and for the word "square" there is

a case of /..3kwa--.iyG1 /-

6. CEE has all comr=ivable "vulgarisms'' which any schoolmaster

mignt wi3 n! to despair ever. Thus final - ing is regularly /an

"nsxt" is /ne ks/,."sc:netning" is iljunSI/::: /.and "everything"

is / evrisr13k /; "chimney" iS /5Itab1i/ ;5IMall. 'end "film" is

/fT.1.-zia /. Son'e words may be pronounced in a way that is

"mis1===h'" rather th=n,dialectal - e.g. "si ilar" - / -SIM:3r9 a /,

"d=tar4or=ting" - plitcriveitn /, "individual" /tnclivid:tral /
.

ThesE items all came from a speaker whose nickname on the island

is "7-;g Words."

7. CBr has / / for "new" (common in 5. counties' ef

England).

2 7



B. Stress and intonation: virtually no study of this ha=
been made, but the following are.some superficial observations.
Stress: "industry" is / indistrl / ( unreduced vowel
in 2nd syllable).

Standard stressing on "Whitemark" (main town-of Flinders Island)
is Whiterk. Morrie Brown 3 times gave Whitemark

mb: laCk waidmdzki-a ] "It's more like W. here"
- In waid mci:k ra / "He's in W. here".
Intonation: this seems to have distinct patterns not unlike
some patterns of English speech. For some good. examples Of
this the tape of Devony Brown is about the best.
9. "What's another word of if ?"

should be in Section"He didn't care much on it." (M.B.) ] (b) below.

Phoneme Inventorvf'056s6K6Ht6-

f c :

z 3
1 /

13

VI . 1 r. y

I have excluded /d/ because I am.not sure as to its actualA

independence in original cr! - it may be an approximation

of modern times to /b / and it frequently is indistinguishable
from /d/. I also doubt whether there was any / S / -;/C/
distinction ori9inally because of the over-crossing of their
distributions in present-day CBE.
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2. Syntax

1.. ;General but irregular use of singular verb inflaxions and

forms for plural subjects: - e.g.

"Tha 5i*-ds is whistling" (Fanny Smith)

"Ther are also Launceston people that goes away down

Trefoil Island ..."

"Then, the owners of the sheds takes delivery of them from

there and ships them away to markets as farther afield as

L=aland".

2. Use of "done", "come" where standard English has "did",
n ncame .

Use of

CBE Standard English

"he don't" "he doesn't"

"we was" we were"

"you was ft 'you were"

"the floods was on" "were on If

"they rose the rings"raised the (price of the)
up" rings up"

II something might gone wrong II

have went wrong"

"we got" "we have got"

"it's all took "taken down"
down to the beach"

"the gurry.go to ."goes"
the bottom"

3. Pronouns: regular use of "he", "him" for 3 pers.

impersonal pronoun ("it" very rare) of Standard. English

in reference to "middle sized" objects - eg. animals; tools,

etc. An activity, or some object like a land mass.is usually

"it" - e.g. " parts as got a bit of hard ground on it",

"it pays well out of it". "them feathers", "them islands"

is common.

2 9
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4. Prepositions: People are us-belly "from off" an island

or "off Flinders", l'off Cape BPrren" etc.' e.g.'"People off'

!7ere .orks the shads".- *len a bung has leen driven into

a cask of salted mutton birds it is said to be "up" or

"up tight" - eg "With that bung up". Things done at

night or durihg the day are done "of a night" or "of a

day". Ona time given to me was half past five o'night" -

/a:pa: faivanait/. ' This "0" may represent

"et" also.) To be wo-rking all day is to be "going the

dey out". To extract a drum of oil from a season of

mutton-birds is "to get one drum off them". The phrase

"that there". is used,- as in "that there round hole".

"In the -,dund" was (once) used in the sense of-"in

diameter". "Till" is fraquent'where standard English would

hav=

5. Miscellaneous: CBE "Happen my dog seen him". - seeme to

British dialectal form, in the sense of "It happened

that ..."CBE vary frequently has 'forms like "two, three

days" where.standard English might usually have "two oi

three" etc. CBE "I haven't been gone (going?) for about

15 years" - here the word "gone" may have been a slip for

"going". CBE "All depends on the creW what they got, see" -

use of "what" here fits in with the general. pattern of

broad.speech. -"By ordinary tongue" - a phrase used by Ron

Thomas - seems a little archaic or dialectal. "In the

ol:.'en days" - not such a common phrase now.icCAUStraIian

English but used in CBE,

30
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"Tt's only a harvest' - 7:nese exact words were used by two

separate Islanders cn t'e sane day in interviews. _fit refers
no -t h. mt;tter-birdir. inc..:stry

- possibly it is-an "old jungle

sadirg" of "The Ph. =brio variety.]

"hello old men". - =_y among Cape Barreners.

"Ey Keest" - customerj, exolametion among Cape Barreners.
(rained indirectly, elon; Kitn the above greeting, from several

irCopantant sources c- =1:17.de:el:Blend, complete with

imitations of CBE

"khat are you-doing c1-5?" - this is my guess as to what. was. (is)'

said by Davony -Brown's' v.fe Uses page 2 of transcript)j; when

she ccmes out to find. he'r-rustenc talking to someone with. a

tape recorder in the ,addock. The phrase "What's

that child doiroof?" or rams-third approximating.it is found

scattered around the so...tern dialects of England.. -Orton has

Car. 2 dy:ln 0:

.7 fau:sn by
Dev. 3.

Som.10 du:c.n o,z
Ken 2 aDjba OV

Wil. 4 Uifl tn.
Most of t'rese ere 5.-'j en.= iE some possibility it was

the form used by Mrs Bro-.7.. Ft..:rtrar testing required; here as

elsewhere.

6. :qote fish plL.rals: "salmon", "flounders", "mullets",

"blue heads".

3. General vocabular-;

!Deno "cuff"

"Wris7.-r=77:7.

srirt- probably contraction of

coard giver -For 'pert of top of roof where 2 sides meet "

not tna co-lehticnel meaning.
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berring 11 except".

best vivea for uthat slab of wood or stone across the

bottom of the doorway" ie. th.r.eshold. "Bast'i

is a type of fibre matting, sp the informant

may have had "doormat" in mind.

bungalow used for what Aust. Eng. would simply call
nnouse .

chain i.e.-66 feet. Used by D.B. :"About a chain

off the beach" may be archaic now in :standard

English, possibly nautical, or sealing/whaling

terminology;

club 'used of any ro,Agh stick (sealing term?) - c. .

"wattle"(O.v.)

crowd (abstract) term for a group of people., not

necessarily nuMeroUs - as in "this crowd

went down there" - the people involved may

heve gone individually. (Used in this sense
...

in Australian English).

r 0damnation "Thats the whole Ld.ani.Senj of it"

(R.T;) - i.e. that's the whole ruination of,

(the industry). Unusual use.

door stubs i.e. the door jambs. Probably mistake for

'studs' which is standard also for "jambs".

duck feet given for meaning of "pigeon-toed" - this

may be a reversal by.mistake, tiUt Orton's

Surrey No. 2 has:also [clike(Dtid." for

"pigeon toed". See "walk out"(cr.v.)

duskified when it is Vetting dark it.is "getting duskified"

ear holes meaning of "ears" - notjust 'the holes.

evening7time "Thet was in the /hi:vilantainr. (P.T.)
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everyaheres c.f. "nowheres" q.v.)

first-of-tne-season

seems to be used as a temporal adjective

(see its occurrence twice near end of M.B.

transcript) with meaning "early in the season",

as opposed to "through the season".

flicking general for "snapping" of the fingers.

flocrino-Ooerds i.e. floor-boards - / floimbo:dz /(M.B.)

fowls chopks, chickens - general also Flinders Is. and

apparently also Tasmania. Applications:

fowl yard, fowl pen, fowl roost (the latter

referring both to the shelter in which they

roost and the bars on which.they roost).

iron (n) given for"what would youuse to heat water in,

on the stove?" Chmabers and Webster give

this for a utensil made of iron (e.g. an iron pot)

knee-knacker someone who walks with knees together.

knock-leg i.e. "knock-kneed" (possibly in error)

lob (v) "When I lobbed. over" (R.T.) i.e. when I

arrived here, or came over-

meals M.B. gave the follOwing as the meals of the day,

in this order:

1 mornino supper (first meal)

2 dinner (mid-day meal)

3 afternoon tea/afternoon supper (mid-afternoon)

4 tea (evening meal)

5 tan o'clock lunch (before retiring)

This is probably "lunch" in the dialectal sense

of "a snack" between main meals, used in all the

southern .counties except Cornwall (Orton p.867)
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morning woo:: (also 'morning sticks") light wood used to ki:Idie

the fire (occurs in S-E in Orton, but probably also
Midi.). "brush sticks" also given for this.

neck the,callar of e shirt - "collar" not used.
necklace [ncgal as] - see "peas"

nowheres "nowhere".

peas "string of peas" given by M.B. as similar

to "necklace" i.e. what g Woman wears around her

neck. Ona dictionary gives "small pieces

of coral" as meaning for "peas", .and this is

probably what N.B. wss asferring to. Not

standard _Erig ash. .

pendlets . [pcnaiats ] another Vordgiven under

the above heading, meaning probably "pendants"

and.it may be a mistakenversibn of this word.
picks .small pecks on the hand.inflibted by struggling

mutton-birds as they are taken:out of the burrows.
pitch (n) 'part at the tOp of a roof where the two

sides meet (M.B.) Webster gives this as obs.,

but Chambers gives "apex" as curTent meaning.
poke (vb) "poke a match to it" ie puf a match to it.

"poke your tongue oOt" 4nOt "put" or "stick" etc.).

rang-tang "on the reng7tang" i.e drunk and on tha rampage,

setting rocm i.e, "sitting room" (M.B.)

short-winded i.e. shortof breath

sideloCks usually "Lang sidelocks", i.e. sideboard6 or

sideburns. Not found in Orton's southern

dialects, once in N.

silvery i.e. "avericioue or ttexpensive? R.T. "That s

a bit silvery". (reminiscent of the traditional

Oille).'s thumb.)

34
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skirting board given f re apex of a roof.

splaw to said of a bird's wings, synonymous

witn s;i1sy". According to Orton a Surrey

.and S sssx. form in the S.

stirrer. tronekar - traditional slang on Flinders Is.

known Cy !A.B. (has had'recent currency in

mainland Effglish, but evidence in. Patsy A. Smith's

Moor6irt Fecole suggests it is long-established

as pollar in 3aSs Strait. Often used jocularly.

stop (vb). sa in the sense of "to stay" e.g.

M.B. "The i.omen stopped." i.e.: stayed behind

- fcLnt in zleny Brit. dialects.

sure used in sense of "secure" -'"he's Made sure"

(said by R.T. of barrel:of birds).

throat M.B. esveral words to describe this when. I

pointed to it:

1 coif-re (prc t;. a mistake)

2 (7).[habaladj (untraceable so far)

3 wirdpipe wrAmptrip] (a- S-E .form in Orton)

M.B. also gave "apples" as:the.Word..for the

exter7a2 K.T.earance of the-larynx (AdaM!s

appls).

walk out (vh) !4.B. - i7;7..walk splaY-footed (sounds as

thourn it was made up en the sOot)...

wattle R.T. dssc-,ib=s the ."spit" as "a Wattle sortof a

stick affir". Most likely. "wattle":is here used'

in the- .5-rE English.dialectal. sense .(Sur-..Ken.,

e. .5.s.)es a general word_like

without reference .to_the type of tree it is,

-take7.f=cm.--
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wind7tellows "M.B. gave /llaninlaz. / for "belloWs" - the

form / 13/.1. az / can be traced to Southern

English dialects,.but not in combination With

"w;nd".

4. A ncte cn Elision and Assimilatich.

CBE is, chaxecterized by often extreme degrees of elision, and

ty extensive essimiletion4- Speech betWeen Cape Berreners is

fez less intelligible then speech:to-outsiders. (less intelligibl
. . .

. , . . . , .
that is, te tne casual listener). Articles and particles etc.

are often lest altogether, or leave little behind when lost

partially.

e.g. [Sfa:nnn "she found him" -

. Daio:ltuk dm:n bi J "they're ell took down

the beach"

[ na: od_ pgz no,.(it) all,depends on

kr-a.vm gbt SI ] the.crew what they gat, see"

[Sast G dAs 'l yz.:] "just a kid, that's all, yes"

[11-7 frarn ] "there's no .work here

for theth now"

IdsrIckmbe: ]

Assimilation:

n.ia.: SI]
[.7:12 ns- Sedz ne]

[ tti:

aAba]

"(you) leave the spit on

there"

"this year-and lest year"

"in the sheds down there"

"the tea"

"the other"

On the latter :two examples; Wright's English Dialect Grammar

(p.237) noteS that in those dialects of England which have both

/t/ end / /, the former is usedbefore consonants (t man etc.)

and the other before vowels (b / pl/etc). However, before a

36
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co7sonent CEE more-often has /a-S./ or /c..11 /, 'although / 4 /

recular,before vowels. It also has /t/ - . "the tea" [t ti].

CEE 7es .in 'one case / Ica : r rn tü r.Scd/ "carry them to your

end here / 14.:r / may simply be "carry" with, elision,-

put it is of interest that in the Devonshire dialect of the

Ex7c.tr Scolding (op:cit).this is the regular form, which the

apitor Wrices "phonetically" as "kaar".and says (pa 36) that

is alAays dropped.".

A 0A,FLINDER5 ISLAND SPEECH

I=land has been settled Since about 1830, and it is

possible. that its relative isolation in the past may have led

to its remaining dialectally distinct in some ways from the

mainstream of hustralian English. About.two.hours of tape

was cede with a farmer who had been born on Flinders, and who

'has able to answer a great many questions on the Orton and

2:lath questionnaire. His responses were more interesting lexically

than phonologically, but the speech of,his nephew (Mr Leedham

Whitemerk Garage) shows extreme degrees of assimilation

elisioh an the par with much of that of CBE. The farmer

antioned (Mr Geoff Walker) has had experience of sheep, cattle,
IT

A: set, pies, chooks, ducks, horses, wagons, drays etc. and

nenyesponses which.difff:rad from what Orton. and Dieth

llat as the forms of standard English. He gave / SGiG / for

: t "share" of a mould-board plough, / Sa:vz / for thc

plural of Shaft, / / for threshing-flails, Arlyvz /

.5cr the plural of trough, and /11alickps / for hicCups. He

ca.Je "wink=rs" for horse blinkers, and "crush" or "race" for

ramp for loading livestock onto trucks. He also.noted

that part of a cart which he called a "swingle tree" wes

= "whipple tree" in the wheat country of W.A. Many other

datai2s of farming vocabulary were no doubt standard Australian

E731ish, 1::;t. the Australian standard is apparently different from



the British, and this could bear studying.
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